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0. Introduction. 
CA. Credibility theory originated in experience ratemaking 
ln insurance. Suppose that an insurance policy was originally 
rated with a manual premium p. After some time we get some 
claim experience from this policy (claim ~umbers and claim sizes). 
This experience tells us somet~ing about the risk properties of 
this policy and accordingly ou~t to be used to adjust the 
premJ.um. A common premium to use lS 
( 0. 1 ) z x + (1 - z) p. 
Here, x is some estimate, based on our experience data, of the 
expected total claim amonnt per insurance ter·m. The constant z 
tells us how much weight to put on our experience, that is, how 
credible it is. z is therefore called the credibility coeffecient 
or someti@es more briefly the credibility. A premium of the 
form (0.1) was first developed by Whitney (1918). 
About 1970 one sta~ted to develop more complicated formulae, 
e.g. of the form 
~0 + Y1 x1 + Y2 x2 ' 
~here x 1 Cx 2 ) lS the observed mean of the claim numbers (sizes) 
per insurance term (Hewitt (1970) with discussion). 
In the present thesis (as in most modern credibility theory), 
we shall use the expression credibility estimators for estimators 
that are ln some wide sense linear. We shall mainly be interested 
in estimating unknown random variables. 
A survey of class{cal credibility theory is given by Langley-
Cook (1962) and one of modern credibility theory by Jewell (·1976). 
Both of these papers contain an extensive list of references. 
---~---~------
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OB, The present thesis consists of five distinct sections, 
each of which starts with an introduction, giving the maln ideas 
of the section and. ~c:onnecting these to existing theory. 
OC. Notation. Matrices and vectors are written in doubly 
underlined letters, capital and lower case respectively,. e · g · 
6 and g. No notational distinction is made between random and 
nonrandom quantities, except that Greek letters are reserved for 
parameters. A few random variables are denoted by Greek letters, 
as they could be interpreted as parameters in Bayesian sense. 
Identity matrices are denoted by 1 and matrices containing 
only zeroes by £· The dimensions of such matrices will not be 
glven explicitly, as they will be clear from the expressions in 
which the matrices appear. 
Let~= Cx1 , ... , xr)' and~= (~1 , ... , us)' be two random 
vectors. 
E(~) denotes the r x 1-vector whose i-th element lS the 
expectation of x .. 
l 
~ (x, u') denotes the r x s-matrix whose (i,j)-element is the 
~covariance between xi and ~~j. The covariance matrix C (x ,~') of x 
lS denoted by C(x). 
If 8 is a random variable, EC~!e), C(~,~' !e), and CC~!e) 
correspond to the above definitions ln the conditional distribution 
give:n e. 
The symtol a' is used to indicate ths end of a section of 
examples. 
OD. All displayed expectations and covariances are assumed 
to exist. 
.,.., 3 ..,. 
1. Credibility models with applications to regression. 
A general regression model is given from which 
models by Hachemeister (1975), Taylor (1977), 
and Jewell (1975a,b) drops out as special cases. 
The connection between homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous estimators is analyzed, and a new inter-
pretation of best linear unbiased homogeneous 
estimators is given. Concepts of unbiasedness 
and e-unbiasedness give interpretations of the 
credibility estimators. A concept of exchange-
ability can sometimes be used to simplify the 
calculation of the estimators. Finally we discuss 
what happens if we replace the'constant term in an 
inhomogeneous estimator by an ''old estimator". 
1A. Let~= Cx1 , .•• ,xr)' be an observable random vector and 
man unknown random variable. We want to estimate m by an esti..,. 
mator m from a certain set of estimators based on ~· When m is 
a linear function of ~' we shall call ~ a linear esti~ator 
(based on ~) . 
Let m( 1 ) and m( 2 ) be two estimators of m. We shall say that 
~( 1 ) is better than m( 2 ) if 
(that is, we use quadratic loss). 
Suppose now that we want to estimate a random vector 
=< , . i·C1) ·c·<1) .(1)" m m1 , ..• ,ms) and have two est1mators1 m = m1 , •• , ,ms t 
and ffi( 2 )= (m~ 2 ) , ... ,~~ 2 ))'. We shall say that fu( 1 ) is better 
• ( 2 ) · f • ( 1 ) · t · t f than ·m· <. 2 ) than m 1 m. 1s not a worse es 1ma or o m. 1 1 1 
for all i and better for at least one i. 
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1B. We want to estimate m by m, the best linear inhomo-
geneous estimator (based on~), that is, the best estimator of 
r 
the form g 0 + E g. x., where g 0 ,g1 , ... ,g~ are real constants~ i= 1 l l .1. 
r 
Putting the derivatives of ECg 0 + E g. x. - m) 2 with respect 
. 1 l l l= 
to g 0 ,g1 , ... ,gr equal to zero gives that the optimal values 
y 0 ,y1 , .•. ,yr of g 0 , g1 ,,, . ,gr must satisfy 
r 
( 1 . 1 ) Yo+ E y. E(x.) = E(m) 
. 1 l l l= 
r 
( 1 0 2) y 0 E(xJ.) + L: y. E(x. x.) = E(m.:x·.} i=1 l l J _] 
By multiplying (1 .1) by E(xj) and subtracting from (1 ,2) we get 
r 
( 1 • 3 ) E y. C(x.,x.) = C(m,x.) 
i=1 l l _J J 
If we let 1 =· C(~) andy= Cy 1 , ... ,yr)', our linear system 
can be written on the matrix form 
( 1 '4) Yo + :x,' E(~) = E(m) 
( 1. 5) y 1 l = CCm,~ 1 1 
~ ~-
We assume 1 invertible. Then we have the unique solution 
( 1 ' 6 ) l' = CCm,~') !: .... :1 >;=: 
(1 '7) Yo = E(m) ..,.. CCm,x 1 1 r: ..,..j E(xl o;= 
"""' """ 
Consequently 
( 1. 8) m = E(~)] + E(rn). 
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The best linear inhomogeneous estimator of the random vector 
ill is of course 
1C. If r 1s large, constructing the estimators of the previous 
subsection can involve lots of work in inverting and multiplying. 
It is therefore of importance to find some simplifications. 
The following concept of exchangeability is often useful in this 
respect. 
Definition 1.1. Let~' ~1 , ~2 , ••• ,Kn be random vectors, 
~1 , ... '~n of same dimension. We shall say that ~1 , ... ,Kn are 
exchangeable relative to~ if (~i , ... '~i ,~)has the same 
1 n 
joint distribution for all permutations C1 1 , ••• ,in) of 
(1, •.. ,n). 
We note that if ~1 , ... ,~are exchangeable relative to ~' 
they are also exchangeable in De Finetti's sense, but that the 
converse implication is not always true. Hence the present concept 
of exchangeability is stronger than De Finetti's. 
Let m be an unknown random variable and ~O' K1 , ... ,~ 
observable random vectors,~~, •.. ,xn of same dimension. Let 
n 
m = y + L: y! x. 
i=O ~1 =1 
be the best linea~ inhomogeneous estimator of m based on 
~0 ' ~1 ? • •• '~n'•' "(, ;ha, ... '~n are assunied to be uniquely 
determined, 
, Theorem I • 1 , If ~j ,.,, '~n are exchangeable relative to 
c~ 0 ,m2', then ;;x.1 = ;;x.2 = ••. = ln• 
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Proof. Let k E {1 , ... , n-1}. Then 
n 2 
E(y + E y! x. - m) = 
i=O-l =l 
E(y 
n-1 
+ E 
i=O 
i:fk 
E(y 
F(y 
n-1 
+ E 
i;=O 
i-:fk 
n-1 
+ l: 
i=O 
i:fk 
y! x. + yk' x + y' xk - m) 2 = 
-l =l - =n ==n 
As y, ~O' ~1 , .. ,, '~n were assumed unique, we must have 
-. Yn· 
~J. 
And since k was arbitrary? ~j = ~2 = ••• = ln• 
-= 
Q E D, 
From Theorem 1,1 now follows that fu is the best esttmator 
of m of the form 
. I l X,.., g + g.o· ~a + ~ '?." 
-where x 
1 n 
= n i~ 1 xi' where g is a non~random number and g 0 
and ~ are non-random vectors, 
1 D.. In the model of subsection 1 B assume that 
E(~) = Y g and E(m) = ~~ ~' where g and a are non.,.Tandom q x 1-
vectors and Y is a non-random r x q-matrix, We assume that 
rank ( 1_) = q . 
Under these conditions (j ,81 becomes 
( j • 9) (a' 
= 
--- -~-------------------------
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We shall say that an estimator m of m is unbiased (for all 
~) if E(~) = E(m) for all values in mq of the parameter vector 
~' that is, E(m) = ~' ~for all values of~-
For all linear unbiased homogeneous estimators S' ~ of m 
we must have~~~=- E(m) = .£ 1 EC2:£) = £' Y ~ for all _a E F.q, 
which is equivalent with 
(1.10) 
.£' y = ~'. 
We get 
2 E(~_'x - m) = C(s:_'~ - m) = C( (_y'~ - m) + (c - ,;&) '~) = 
CC_y'x- m) + C((s:_ .... ,X)'~);.. 2 C(f:_ 1x "'"'m,~'Cg- ~21 = 
CC;r'~- m) + CCCg ~ ;y,) 1 ~) + 2[l'F ... CCm,~'2J<g ... l). 
From (1 .5) follows that the last term is equal to zero, giving 
E(s:_'~ m) 2 = C(;y,'~ ... m) + C(~'~1, 
where £ = g - _y, Hence the best linear unbiased homogeneous 
estimator of m based on x must be 
= 
where ~ is the vector minimizing C(g 1 ~) under the side 
condition 
... 1 d'! =a' ... C(m,~ 1 ) E !• 
But then 8 1 ~ must be the best linear unbiased estimator of 
-1 [~' - C(m,~') 1 Y] ~· From standard least squares theory 
follows that 
£,'x - [,g' 
where 
(1.11) 
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This gives 
(1.12) -1 m = C(m,x') I ~ + [£' 
If E(ill) = 6 ~' where~ is an s x q-matrix, the vector 
generalizations of (1 .9) and (1 .12) follow easily, 
(1 .13) -1 ra c (~ '~ ' ) 1-11) ]_ ill = CCm,~' )L: ~ + 
(1.14) -1 [~ -1 A ill = CCm,~' )! ~ + CC~,~· )L: YJ~. 
(1.13) and (1.14) give I I 
Theorem 1 .2. The best linear unbiased hornvgeneous estimator 
of m is the same as the best linear inhomogeneous estimator 
of ~ with the parameter vector~ replaced by its best linear 
unbiased estimator, 
A similar result has been shown by De Vylder ("' 9"7 8a l, 
1 E. The histo.rical development of homogeneous formulae in 
credibility theory seems, in short, to have been the following: 
i) Buhlmann & Straub (1970) had a model where 
E(m) = ECx1 )- ... = E(xr) = B.>O, They first developed ffi, 
in which the expectation S appears, But S was assumed unknown 
and had to be estimated, They then sought the best estimator of 
r 
m of the form m = Z c. x. such that E(m) = 6~ that is~ 
. 1 ~ ~ ~= 
r 
13 L: c; = 13. 
. 1 ~ ~= 
r 2 
Thus they had to minimize E( L: c. xi ~ ml under the 
i=1 ~ 
side condition 
(1.15) 
r 
L:c.=1, 
. 1 ~ ~= 
Compared with ffi this estimator has a built-in estimator of 
S, and from Theorem 1.2 follows that this built~in estimator is 
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a natural one. Note that we get the side condition (1 .15) 
both if we require our estimator to be unbiased for one specific 
value of S, and if we require unbiasedness for a greater set~ 
of S's . 
. ii) Hachemeister (1975) generalized Blihlmann and Straub's 
result to a multi-dimensional ~ by minimizing 
2 E(£'~ - m) under the side condition 
for a fixed ~- As ~ appeared 1n the resulting estimator, he 
concluded tnat in the multi-dimensional case there is no benefit 
1n using homogeneous estimators. 
iii) The present unbiasedness condition giving the side 
condition (1 .10) was developed by Taylor, first in a generali-
zation of Blihlmann and Straub's model with q = 2 (Taylor (1975)), 
and later in the general case (Taylor (1977)). 
To the present author the following s~ems to be the most 
natural reasoning leading to minimization of E(c'x - m) 2 under 
==- ~ 
side condition (1 .10): 
We developed m as the best estimator of rn of the form 
g 0 + ~~~, where g 0 is a non-random number and ~ a non-random 
r x 1-vector. In this estimator~ appears. If~ is unknown, it 
would be natural to develop the best estimator of the form g 0 + ~~~ 
that is unbiased for all ~. If g 0 + ~~~ is unbiased for all 
],, we must have 
~~~ = go + ~'I~ 
for all values of ], in F q' This gives 
go = o 
and 
(1.16) ~~~ = ~'. 
-: 1 0 -
Hence the clas~ of linear, unbiased for all ~ , estimators 
of m is the same as the class of linear unbiased homogeneous 
estimators of m. 
After these considerations we could call m the best linear 
estimator of m (based on ~) and m the best linear, unbiased for 
all~' estimator of m (based on K). However, we shall stick 
to the terminology already introduced. 
1F. We shall now assume that x and m are independent 
given an unknown random variable (possibly vector} 8, For any 
estimator m-of m based on X we have 
(1.17) 
so that m is an optimal estimator of m if and only if m is an 
optimal estimator of ECmJe): 
We shall make the further assumptions 
E(m !e) = a'g(e) 
EC:£(8)) = §_ 
We assume that 
lS invertible. 
Similarly we assume that ~ and x are independent given 8 
and that 
E(ill Je) =A b(8). 
Corresponding to (1 .17) we have 
(1.18) E((m- m) (rn- m)') = 
= = = = 
ECCillJe) + E((fu- ECmJe)) Cm- ECmJ8))'). 
The assumptions made in this subsection are very common 
in credibility theory and will be used in most parts of the present 
paper. 
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1G. We assume that 
EC~!8) = Y E_ (8) 
ECC~i8) = _!. 
Then we have 
l: = ! + Y A Y' 
(1.19) ccm,~') = A !J, X'· 
From (1.11), (1.13), and 
"' (1.20) !!! = a [g ~+ (_! .... ~) 
where 
(1.19) 
§_1 
follows 
Formula (1.20) was first shown by Hachemeister (1975). 
Later contributions include Taylor (1977), Jewell (1975a,b), and 
De Vylder (1976a). 
Theorem 1.2 and (1 .20) now give 
(1.21) 
This simple formula will be discussed ln subsection 1K. 
By letting m = ~ (8) we get 
"' (1.22) E_ = z _§_ + <! Z) ,§, 
A 
(1.23) £, = ,§,. 
Putting (1.22) and (1.23) into (1.20) and (1.21) glves 
(1.24) m = A lS 
= = 
.. (1.25) m = 6. b. 
The following lemma from matrix theory is often 
useful. 
- I 2 -
Lemma 1.1. Given matrices ~ (k x 1), £ (1 ~ k) ,- R, (k x k), 
and~ (1 x 1). Let 
I= Q + 1?. ~ .!?.'. 
Then, if the displayed inverses exist, we have 
(1.26) 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
(For prnof, see De Vylder (1976a,p,139ll, 
Lemma 1,1. gives the following alternative expressions for 
~ and ~if the displayed inverses exist; 
"' CY 1 <P ... 1 Yl .... 1 Y 1 <P""1x (1.29) ], = = = ::;:= = = ::;::::::: C from C 1 , 2 712 
(1.30) z = A X'<P""1~ (I + A Y 1 <P..,..1Yl''"1 
= = = = 
( from C j , 2 8 ll . 
Jewell and Avenhaus (Jewell (1975a), Jewell & Avenhaus 
(197S)r have treated the case when the design matrix X is 
random. Jewell (1975a) has also treated the case when,x and m 
~ ~ 
are conditionally correlated given e. 
Example 1.1. Let xj be the total claim amount of an insurance 
policy in the j-th insurance term it is running. We assume that 
the xj's are conditio~ally independent and identically distri~ 
buted given an unknown random parameter e, and that 
ECCx1 je) and CECx1 je ) exist and are non~zero and finite, 
After r terms we see~ xr+ 1 , the best linear inhomogeneous 
estimator of xr+ 1 (based on x 1 ,, .. ,xr) as a net premium for 
(r + 1)-th term. As x 1 , .•. ,xr are exchangeable relative to 
xr+ 1 , xr+ 1 must be of the form 
Yo + 'Y1 xr' 
- 1 3 -
1 r 
- 2: where X = - x .. r r j =1 J 
( 1 . 6) and ( 1 . 7) give 
c Cxr+1 ,xr) 
y1 = 
ccx ) 
r 
Yo = ( 1 - y 1) E ( x 1 ) , 
We have 
C (xr+1 ,, X.r) 
y1 = = 
c <X: ) 
r 
EC(xr+l'xrl e)+ C.CE.Cxr+1 ! e), E.CxrleJ) 
ECCxrle) + CE<xrle) 
CEC x1 l e) 
1 r E c ( x1 l e) + c E ( x1 I e) 
where 
Hence 
(1.31) 
K = 
EC (x'l. ke 2 
CECx1 ie) 
= r + K ' 
k 
= 
This now classical result was first shown by Blihlmann (19671, 
although a similar result had been shown by Bailey (1942,1.945). 
We easily see by the strong law of large numbers that 
a. s. 
-+ 
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as r -+ oo. This lS a very satisfying result, as ECx1 ! e) is the 
best possible estimator of xr+ 1 given x 1 , ... ,xr,e. 
We note the recursion 
(1. 32) 1 r - 1 + K xr+1 = r + K xr + r + K x , r 
[J 
1K. We shall now briefly treat an intere~ting setup 
developed by Jewell (1975a,b), 
In the model of subsection 1G let x = <~j ,~~lf and 
y = <X1' X2)'. Here ~i i~ a random ri X 1~vector and xi a 
non-random ri x q~matrix for i = 1 ,2. Both ~1 and Y2 are 
assumed to have rank q. ~1 and ~2 are assumed ~ndependent given 
e. We have 
Y.b(8) 
=J..= 
and assume that 
is invertible for i = 1 ,2. 
From (1 .22),(1.29), and (1 .30) we get the best linear 
inhomogeneous estimator of ·_.h (e) based on x 1 
I' 
£1 = g1 b1 + Cl- Z1) ~ 
with 
and 
Following Jewell we define the preposterior covariance of the 
parameter estimation error of g1 
- 1 5 -
111 = c (Q c e ) - £1 ) . 
After some trivial calculu:s we get 
~1 = (I- ~1) A= 
(!-1 + x; !~1 Y1)-1 
Jewell has shown that the best linear inhomogeneous 
estimator of b-C e) based on ~1 and ~2 can be written = 
"' 
Q2 = ~2 12.2 + (l, - g2) £ =1 
with-
A 
and 
Then we see that the best linear inhomogeneous estimator of 
b(8) based on x 1 and x 2 has the same form as the one based 
on ~2 with ~ replaced by £1 and ~ replaced by ~1 . This gives 
us a good method of updating our estimates when we get more data. 
The preposterior covariance of the parameter estimation error 
~2 
giving 
= 
Thus the preposterior covariance of the parameter estimation 
error can be updated in the same way as the estimates. 
For further details we refer to Jewell (1975a,b). 
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1I. In the model of Example '1 ,1 it is natural to ask if 
we should use data from other policies in our credibility 
premium, This can be done in two ways: 
i) by making optimal linear estimators~ where data from 
the other policies appear linearly, 
ii) by using data from other policies to estimate unknown 
parameters (e,g, K and ECx1 ) in Example j ,Jl, 
In the present thesis we are mainly to concentrate on case il? 
although case iil will be touched in section 2, Case iil has 
been studied by Buhlmann & Straub CJ 97 01 ~ Hachemeister (J 97 51, 
Norberg (1978)~and De Vylder (j978a,oi, 
As a start, in the model of suosection :JF let 
Here x. is a random r. x 1-
=l l 
vector andY. a non ... random r.x q..,.matrix for i = J ,2 
=l l 
Cr1 + r 2 = r2, !:1 has rank q, (This implies that Y has 
rank q.-} ~2 and e are independent, We assume that 
E < ~1 1 e 2 = !:1 £ c e 1 
EC(~:lle2 = ,1, 
and let 
~- = C(x.l 
=l =J.. i=1,2. 
Comparing with Example 1.1, ~1 could be data from the 
policy we want to tariff, and ~2 data from other policies. 
We get 
-1 -1 As (X1 ,Q) and X have rank q and ~ rank r, CX1 ,Q) l X must 
have full rank and is thus invertible. Then (1 .13), (1 .14), 
and (1.33) give 
- 1 7 -
"' (1.34) m. = a [~ £ + (I .,., Z) ~] ;= ;= 
"' "' (1.35) m = A [~ £ + <l - Z) ~], >= 
where 
and 
Corresponding to (1,22) and (1,23) we get 
"' lS = z b + (I .. Z) !i <= = = = = 
"' "' b = z b + (I ...,. ~1 ~~ 
= = = = 
and ( 1 • 24) and (1,25) are still valid, 
1J. We now make the further assumption that ~1 and ~2 are 
independent, Then 
where E. denotes the covariance matrix of x.. We note that 
=l =l 
1 is invertible if and only if both 1 1 and 1 2 are invertible. 
We now get 
(1.37) ~ A Y' -1 x1 = 11 =1 
"' -1 y ) -1 -1 (1.38) £ = (Y' 11 x1 11 ~1 . =1 =1 
1K.To distinguish from the unbiasedness concept defined in 
subsection 1D we shall say that an estimator rn of m is 
6-unbiased if ECmie) = ECmie). 
We shall assume the same model as in the previous sub-
section. 
For a linear e-unbiased estimator 
we must have 
- 1 8 -
a'b(S) = g 0 + ~~ ! 1 ~(8) + ~~ !2 ! 
or equivalently 
( 1 • 3 9) ( g I - ~~ x1 ) ~ ( 8) = g Q + ~~ x2 ~ • 
From this follows that ( __ a' - g' Y ) __ b(8) must have variance 
-1 =1 
zero, that is, 
(a' - g' Y ) 1 A (a' - g' Y) = 0. 
= -1 =1 = = -1 =1 
As~ was assumed positive definite, this implies that 
c 1 . 4 o) ~~ x1 = ~, . 
Inserting (1 ,40) in (1. 39) gives 
We have 
ECm m) 2 2 ECgo 2 ECg' 2 - = ECg' ~1 "" m2 + + g' ~21 > ~J ""'mi , 
-1 .,.....2 '!"'" ~j 
As g' 
-1 ~1 is also a e..,.unbiased linear estimator of m, the oe:st 
linear a-unbiased estimator of m must be of the form-. £1 ~1 , 
But then m(S), the best lineaT e..,.unoiased estimator of m, must 
be the best linear unbiased homogeneous estimator of m based on 
~1 , and (1 ,21) gives 
(1.41) .. < e ) m 
The vector generalization 
.. Ce) =A bl\ ill 
of (1 ,41) is obvious. In particular we observe that g is the 
best linear a-unbiased estimator of ~(8). 
We now see that the_ optimal linear estimator of ~(8) is 
a weighted aveTage of the best linear e~unbiased estimator of £(8) 
and E{~(S)) (inhomogeneous case), or the best linear a-unbiased 
~stimator· of ~(8) and the best linear unbiased estimator of-
E(~(S))(unbiased homogeneous case), The weights are the same 
- 1 9 -
in both cases, The optimal estimator of m is.ootained by 
multiplying-A by the optimal estimator of Q(6l, 
~ ' "':-"" 
"' In the model of subsection 1G-B is both the best linear 
"""' 
unbiased estimator of §, and the :best linear e""unbiased 
estimator of £C61, Hence we get the simple expression 
b is not generally e~unbiased in the model of subsection 1!, 
"""' 
This will be further discussed in subsection 28, 
1L, Let C~j ,~j ,e1 2,. ,, ,, ,, (~~'IDA,en} be independent 
random vectors, e1 ) ,,, ,en are unknown and identically distributed. 
For each i x. is an observable random. r. x :J.,.vector and m. 
=l . l =l 
an unknown random s. x :J.,.vector, x. and m. are independent 
l ""'l F'l . 
given ei' 
Here ~(ei) is a q x 1 vector function of ei; Ii is a non"" 
random ri x q~matrix of rank q, and 6i a non.,.random si x q.,. 
matrix. 
We assume that 
and 
z:. = C(x.) 
=l =l 
i = :J,,,,,,n 
are invertible. 
This model was first studied by Hachemeister (19752, 
Let 
- 20 -
Y = iY' Y')' 
= \ =1 ' ... '=n ' 
~ = ( ~1 ' • • • '~~ ) I ' 
and 
(" Q Q =1 Q ~2 Q ~ = c (~) = \ . 
. ' \ I 
\Q Q E =n 
(1.11), (1.34), (1.35), (1.37), and (1.38) now give the 
optimal estimators of m.: 
=l 
" (1.42) m. = A. [ Z. b. + cr - ~i) ~] =l =l =l =l 
and 
" 
m.. = A. [Z. b. 
=l =l =l =l + (l z. ) =l ~]' 
where 
z. !;, Y! -1 xi, = L =l =l =l 
A 
-1 ) -1 --1 b. = (Y! E. Y. Y! E. x· 
=l =l =l =l =l =l :=i' 
and 
We have 
n 1 n " ( E Z.)- E z. b .. j = 1 =] j = 1 =] =] 
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We then get 
('1.43) " 
n n 
"' ,. A. [Z. b. + (,! z. ) ( I: Z. ) - 1 L .z. h. J m. = _, 
=l =l =l =l 'Fl j = 1 'F] j = 1 ~] ~] 
This result was first shown by Taylor (1977). 
In the special case when ~1 ,. , , '~n are identically 
distributed, we get 
"' 1 n "' f = - r b. = ~ n j = 1 =] 
and 
" 
mi = ai {~1 ~i + <J -· ~1 1 ~J • 
. 
In thl·s case _Q- a_,_s._ a as n b th t 1 f 1 ~ ~ + oo y e s rang aw o arge 
numbers. 
Example 1.2. Assume that we have an insurance portfolio 
consisting of n independent policies of the type described in 
Example 1 .1.x .. is the total claim amount of the i~th policy in 
- lJ 
the j-th term it is running, xij ,xi 2 ,,, ,, are conditionally 
independent and identically distributed given an unknown random 
parameter ei. i-th policy has been running in ri terms, 
We assume that e1 , ••• ,en are independent and identically 
-distributed, and that the conditional cumulative distribution 
function of xij given e i is on the form F(. I ei) with F independent 
of i. 
We want to estimate xk,rk+'l with linear estimators based 
on the observed claim amounts in the portfolio. From Example 1.1 
and (1 .42) we get the best linear inhomogeneous estimator 
(1.44) 
-; 
--.' 
- 22 ..,.. 
where 
EC (xj j I e)) 
K = 
is assumed to exist,and 
From (1 .42), (1 .43), and (1 .44) we now easily get 
n r. 
(1.45) 
E l x. 
rk i..::.1 r. + K l,r. X: - K l l = X + k,rk+1 rk + K k,rk rk + K n r. 
E l 
i=1 r. + K l 
In the special case r 1 = 
simple form 
= rn = r, (1 .45) takes the 
where 
r 
r + K 
1 n 
= - L 
n i=1 
x. 
lr 
- K 
X + ·----kr r + K 
Cl 
1M. Let e be an unknown random variable. We want to 
estimate a random variable m and assume that ECmJe) = ~'£(6), where 
~is a non-random q x 1-vector and £(6) a q x 1 vector function of 
e. Then, as we have seen, our estimator would often be on the 
form 
(1 .46) m* = ~' [g g* + Cl- g) ,§,], 
where g*E(g(6)), g* is a 6-unbiased estimator of g(6), and Z is a 
non-random q x q-matrix. 
-- ------ ---- -·----- -------- ------co--=------- ---
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Suppose now that after we have computed the matrix ~ (which 
may be has been quite a job), we find in our files an old estimate 
. g of g(6)-based on some other data. As we do not feel too happy 
with the thought of a lot of work to find an optimal estimator 
• based on both b and our recent data, we feel tempted to simply 
• 
replace ~ 1n (1 ,46) by b to give an estimator 
I • 
m 
-- g' [~ £,* + Cl, ... ~) ,2,]. 
Our natural question is then: Is m a better estimator of 
m than m*, that is, is 
E(fu ~ ml 2 < E(m* ... m) 2 ? 
The following theorem gives a partial answer . 
• Theorem 1 .3. Suppose that~ is independent of m and b* 
I 2 2 given e. Then E(m ~ m) < E(m* - m) if and only if 
E(g,' Cl 
. 
gC6))) 2 - ~) (b - < CCg'Cl - ~) gC e)), 
"""' 
and E cffi .. m) 2 < ECm* ~ m1 2 if and only if 
.-
£(6)))2 EC,g'Cl - ~) C£, .... < C(a. 1 (I ..,. ~) g(6)). ~ = 
Proof, We have 
E(m- m2 2 = E(a'[Z b*- + (I~ Z) b] ..,. m2 2 = 
~ =:== ::r= :::== ~ 
• As~' (l,..,. ~) C£, ...- gC6}) and ,g'[~ g* + <1- ~) gC6)]- m 
are independent given 6 and 
it follows that 
(J ,47) • 2 E(m ... m} = E.C a'" <I ~--- z 1 < b ~ b C e) ) ) 2 + 
~= ~:;:= = 
E(a'[Z b* + (l..,. Z) b(6)] 
= :;::=-=:s =:= :;:::::= = 
. . 
Replacing m with m* and ~ with ~ aBove gives 
2 
..,. m) . 
of m 
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( 'l • 4 8 ) E ( m* - m) 2 · = C(a'(I- Z) b(6)) + 
= = = = 
EC~' [~ £,* + Cl- ~) £C6)] - m) 2 
The theorem now follows from (1~47) and (1 .48). 
Q E D. 
Definition 1 .2. Let Band C be two n ~n-matrices. We 
= ~ 
shall say that £ is less than ~ if g - £ is non-negative 
definite and g * ~· 
We can now state the following corollary to Theorem 1 .3. 
·'C?';'oTlary '1 .1, If g is independent of b* and m given 6, and 
. . . E((g ~ g(6))(g ~ £C6))') is less than C(g(6)), then 
E C m .... m) 2, < E ( m * .... m ) 2 , 
• • Proof: EC Cg .... gC 6 Hg .... gC 8)') is less than C CgC 8)). implies· that 
• • ~1(1 ~ ~) ECCg .... £(6))(12, ... gC8))')Cl- ~)'~ < 
~' C,l ... ~) CC£C6)) Cl ... ~) '~, 
which is equivalent with 
• E(~'C,l z) ( b ~ ~ 
And the corollary follows from Theorem~ ,3, 
Q E D, 
It may be that we have to use I1'l. even if we wanted to make a 
. 
better estimator based on both b and our recent data? because we 
= 
• do not have sufficient knowledge about the propert;i:es of :g. 
For instance, if we have the model of subsection 1H? we may not 
know the preposterior covariance of the parameter estimation 
• 
error of g. 
Let us look at the special case with q = j and 
. . 
ECml6) = £(8) = b(6), Let~= B, g* = b*, g = b, and ~ = s· 
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Then 
m* = z;; b* + ( 1 - z;; ) B 
and 
• ( 1 z;;) • m = z;; b* + - b. 
Theorem 1 . 3 now reduces to 
. 
Corollary 1 .2. Suppose that b lS independent of m and b* 
given e. Then E(;- m) 2 < E(m* - m) 2 if and only if 
ECi ~ b(e)) 2 < ECS - b(e)) 2 , 
and E(rn ~ m) 2 < ECm* - m) 2 if and only if 
Frem (1.17) follows tha:t· (1.49) lS equivalent with 
• 2 2 E(b - m) < ECS ~ m) . 
• This makes sense! We ought to choose the one of b and S 
that lies closest (in least mean squares sense)cto~the 
quantity we want to estimate. 
Exampl·e, 1·. 3. Let xj be the total claim amount of an insurance 
policy in the j-th insurance term it is running. We assume 
that the xj 's are conditiona~ly independent and identically 
distributed giveri an unknown random parameter e. We furthermore 
_, EC'(x I e) 
assume that K - . ~ . exists and that 0 < K < ro 
CECx1 f e) 
From (::l .3::12 we find the lSest linear inhomogeneous estimator of 
Now let 
------ ---.- ~0 --------.--------,;-~ --·=--- ---=. --·-~-:-:c-=c-=.--: ~---~ .. -~----......,.-----·-"'·--·-
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. 
x* x2 = 2 
(1.50) 
. 1 K' • 
X = 1 X + 1 X r+1 + K r + K r r = 2,3, ... 
From subsection 1 F follows that an estimator of xr+ 1 is optimal 
if and only if it is an optimal estimator of ECx1 le). 
Since x2 is the best linear inhomogeneous estimator of 
ECx1 1 8) based 
that is, EC:x 2 
. 
on x 1 , x 2 must particularly be better than ECx1 ), 
2 2 
- ECx1 18)) < ECECx1 ) - ECx1 18)) . It now follows 
from Corollary 1.2 that x3 is a better estimator of ECx1 18) than 
x3, which is again a better estimator of ECx1 I 8) than ECx1 ). 
This gives 
• 2 2 2 ECx 3 - ECx1 j8)) < ECx3- ECx1 1e)) < ECECx1 ) - ECx1 18)) . 
Suppose now that 
EC;;r - ECx1 I e)) 2 < Ecx; .,. ECx1 I 8)) 2 < ECE<x1 } - .:E(x1 I eJ) 2 . 
As above it follows that 
2 2 2 ECxr+ 1 - ECx1 18)) < Ecx;+ 1 - ECx 1 j8)) < ECECx1 ) - ECx1 1e)) , 
and we have thereby proved by induction that xr+1 is a better 
estimator of ECx1 I 8) than x;+ 1 for r = 2,3, ... , or 
equivalently that xr+1 is a better estimator of xr+1 than 
x* 1 for r . = 2 , 3 , . . . . r+ 
From (1 .31) we have that the best linear inhomogeneous 
estimator of xr+ 1 based on x 1 , ... , xr is 
r 
r + K 
We now have 
E(xr+1- xr+1)2 < 
-X 
r + 
2 
X 1 ) < r+ 
2 
- xr+1 ) 
giving a rank ordering of xr+ 1 , ~r+ 1 , x;+1 , and ECx1 ) as 
estimators of xr+1 . 
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From (1 .SO) follows that 
I r ~ 
= 1 !. + K j = 1 
( K ). r~j ( ~- ")(]. + l""f 
_I + K \ J 
We see that the weights given to the observations are 
geometric, Credibility estimators w·i th geometric weights have 
been studied by Gerber & Jones (1973,j975), 
tJ 
-. 
-' 
- -_ :-~~~~-~~ ---•=c ~-c- -· •· --- - ~- ---- --- ·--=~-c-• ---c ""'"~-::--:- -~-"'·'·~;~=-
-=-- - --
--
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2. An insurance model with collective seasonal random factors. 
A model for an insurance portfolio is developed 
in which each insurance term is characterized 
by an unknown random parameter influencing the 
claim amounts of all the policies in the port-
folio in that term. Two different ratemaking 
procedures are developed, and an approach by 
Welten (1968) is briefly summarized. 
2A. Assume that we have an insurance portfolio consisting 
of n policies that have been running in the same r insurance 
terms. x .. is the total claim amount of i-th policy in j-th 
l] 
term. xi 1 ,xi2' · · · are conditionally independent and identically 
distributed given an unknown random parameter e., and the x .. 's 
l l] 
are independent of ek fork* i. We assume that e1 , ... ,en are 
independent and identically distributed. 
In Example 1.2 we assumed that the claim amounts 
x 1 . , ... ,x . from the policies in a term j were independent. J n] 
However, this is not always the case in practice. In many 
situations there seem to be seasonal random factors influencing the 
claim amounts of the whole portfolio. We shall look at some 
specific examples: 
Example 2. 1 . · Motor insurance. Suppose that one winter the weather 
has given extremely icy roads. This· could lead to many car 
accidents. 
Example 2.2. Marine insurance. In a stormy year there could 
be lots of shipwrecks. 
Example 2.3. Forest fire insurance. A dry summer could lead to 
many forest-fires. 
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Exarn:p'l'e: 2". 4. Burgla,ry insurance, The electrici·ty cut ;i.n New 'tor}<:: 
in 1977 caused an enormous amount of burglaries, 
In these examples it seems natural to assume that to each 
insurance term j there is connected an unknown random pa-rameter 
n. ' J 
and that · 
i) 
x1 j ' ' ' ' ,:xnj are independent given n. • J ' 
ii) x1 j ' , • • ,xnj are independent of n1 for 1 t j l 
iii) n1,n2'··~ are independent and identically distrinuted, 
iv) the nj 1 $ are independent of the ei's, 
v) xij and xkl are independent if both i * k and j * l, 
We also assume that the conditional cumulative d;i:strifiuti·on 
of X •. given e. and n. is on. the form 'f:(. I el. 'nj· l w'tth 'f l] l . J 
independent of i and j! 
Let 
b<e 1 ) = E<x11 !e1) 
c(n1) = E(x111n1) 
S = E ( x11 ) 
-x. = l 
X : 
1 r ~ -r j =1 
1 n ~ 
n i=1 
x. 
l] 
-X •• 
l 
i = 1 
' 
. . . ,n 
The necessary properties of occuring second order.moments 
are silently assumed. 
----- ------"~-~------·- _,...,..._-~...:::::::::: __ "'C'·-:--:---~=-,.--- ...-- C"~""=~:cc~~~.·.c·•, 
-. 
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2B. We want an expression for xk,r+], the best linear 
inhomogeneous estimator of xk,r+]. 
As Cx11 , ... ,xn1 ) 1 , ••• ,·cx1r' ... ,xnr)' are exchangeabre-
relative to xk,r+1 , the formula will depend on only-x1 ,, •• ,xn. 
Furthermore, the x. 1 s for l 
* 
k are exchangeable 
l 
xk,r+1' and then we can write 
( 2 . J ) x .... = Yo + y1 xk + "(2 x. k,r+1 
From (1 .1) and (1 .3) we get 
( 2 . 2 ) 
(2.3) y 1 ccxk) + y 2 ccx,xk) = ccxk,r+1 ,xk) 
C2.4) y 1 cc.Xk,x) + y 2 cC:X) = ccxk,r+ 1 ,:XL 
The following relations are easily verified: 
( 2 . 5 ) c c .xk , x ) = c c x) 
( 2. 6) ccxk,r+1 ,xk) = CCbCe 1 )) 
( 2 • 7) = 1 C ( Xk 'r+ 1 , X) = n C ( b ( 91 ) ) 
ccx) 
relative 
' 1 1 CCx1 ,x 2 ) = r ECCx11 ,x 21 !e 1 ,9 2 ) = r C(cCn1 )) . 
Using (2.5), (2.6), and (2,7), (2,3) and (2.4) can now 
be rewritten 
( 2 • 8) y 1 c c .x1 ) + y 2 c c x) = c c b c e 1 ) ) 
( 2 • 9) = 1 Cy 1 + y 2 ) C(x) = n C(b(8 1 )). 
Subtracting (2.9) from (2,8) gives 
to 
yl = (1 - 1 ) 
n 
( 1 - 1 ) 
n 
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C(bC8 1 )) 
= 
C C x1 ) - C C x) 
CCbC8 1 )) 
CCbC8 1 )) 
= 
From ( 2 . 9) we get 
y 1 
CCbC8 1 )) 
+ = - = 
= 
CCbC8 1 )) 
1 
- r CCcCn 1 )) 
CCbC8 1 )) 
= yl 2 n ccx) c c x1 ) +. (n 1 ) ccx1 ~x 2 ) -
C(b(8 1 )) 
1 1 C(bC8 1 )) + r ECCx11 !e 1 ) + (n- 1) r CCcCn 1 )) 
Letting 
(2.10) 
ECCx11 !e 1 ) 
K = 
CCbC8 1 )) 
and 
(2.11) 
c c c c n1 ) ) 
p = 
CCbC8 1 )) 
gives 
(2.12) r y1 = r + K - p 
and 
(2.13) 
K + (h"~ 12 p 
From (2,1), (2,2), (2.12), and (2.13) we now get 
-~- -----=:::::::::-...::...=-··- ~-~-"-~ ----
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(2.14) x) + 
r + K + 
r 
en· .... 1) p x + 
K+(n-1)p 
r + K + Cn- 1} p 6 · 
Since xk +1 is independent of x .. fori= 1 , ... ,nand 
- ,r lJ 
j = 1 , ... ,r given ek, and ek is independent of the xij 's for 
1 * k and j = 1 , ... ,r, we have the model of subsection 1I. 
Rewriting (2.14) gives 
X : k,r+1 
K + (n - 1) p B 
r + K + (n- 1) p 
corresponding to (1 .34), and we get 
r + K + ( n' - 1 ) - p - n p 
= r + K - p xk ~ r + K - p x 
corresponding to b defined by (1 .~6). 
We have 
-p· + K + (n - 2) p ( n - 1 ) p 
= -r + K - p b(Sk) - r + K - p B 
"' 
so that bk is a ek-unbiased estimator of xk,rt-l if and only if 
n = 1 or p = 0. 
This verifies the assertion at the end of subsection 1K. 
If n = 1 or p = 0, (2.14) reduces to (1 .~4). This is not 
unexpected. If n = 1, we obviously have the model of Example 1 .2. 
p = 0 if and only if C(cCn1 )) = 0. Then we have C(xkl'xij) = 0 
for all i * k and all J and 1, that is, the claim amounts from 
different policies are uncorrelated. Then all the moments needed 
for our credibility estimator are the same as in Example 1 .2, and 
consequently we get the same estimator, 
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We shall look at some asymptotic results. 
When r r r 
-+1, ( 1) -+1, p r + K + n - · p -+ co, we have r + K -
K + (n- 1) p a~s. 
r + K + (n- 1) p-+ O, xk 
From this follows that 
x a~s. b(e ) 
k,r+1 k 
when r +-co, which is very satisfying. 
If p * 0 and n -+ co, we have 
r + K·-t. Cn-1) p 
r 
1 n 
- E 
n i=1 
-+ o, 
-1<: + ( n - 1 ) p a-+s. 1 
r + K + (n- 1) P-+ 1' and x r E c(nJ.) =c. j =1 
This 
(2.15) X k,r+1 
r 
r + K 
Rewriting (2.14) gives 
c xk - c:) + 8. 
- p 
-
b c e.) . 
l 
gives 
(2.16) __ ..;;r ___ r., xk + 
r + K - p ~ r + K + 
n P <8 - x)] (n -1) p + xk,r+1 = 
K - p s. 
- p r + K 
In (1 .44) xk,r+ 1 was a weighted sum of S and xk, the latter a 
reasonable estimator of E(xk,r+1 Jek). In (2.16) we can interprete 
n p 
that xk has been replaced by xk + r + K + (n _ 1) p 
A correction term 
hCx) = _r_+_K-~----'~rn---1,.-.,-.) --p ( S - X: ) 
has now entered to compensate for the col~ective random fluctu-
ations caused by the nj 's. We observe that r + K +n(~ _ 1 )p 
increases when p increases, that is, we need a greater correction 
when the variance of the c(nj)'s increases, or less precisely, when 
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the collective seasonal fluctuations increase. We also have that 
r + K +n(~ _ 1 ) p decreases when r increases, that is, we need 
smaller correction when time increases. 
Corresponding to (2.15) we have that 
when n -+ co, 
The above reasoning perhaps becomes clearer if we for a 
moment assume an additive model: 
Then 
and 
ECx .. le.,n.) = b(e.) + d(n.) 
l] l J l J 
E(d(n.)) = o. 
J 
hCx) a-+s. _ 1 
r 
L: 
r j = 1 
n P 
r + K + (n- 1) p 
d C n.) 
J 
1 r 
- L: dCn.) 
r j =1 J 
when n -+ co, and the nature of h(~) as a mean to reduce the 
influence of nj 's is clear. 
From Theorem 1.2 we get the best linear unbiased homogeneous -
estimator of xk,r+ 1 
r - K p (2.17) xk + x. r + K - p r + K - p 
2C. Inspired by the estimators of Buhlmann & Straub (1970) 
we shall develop reasonable estimators of K and p. The idea is to 
i) find reasonable estimators of ECCx11 I e1 ), C(c(n1 )), 
and c ( b ( e 1 ) ) ' 
~1 
' 1 
:J 
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ii) replace ECCx11 je1 ), CCcCn1 n, and C(bCe 1 n by their 
estimators in (2,10) and (2.11} to get estimators of 
K and p, 
iii) replace K and p in (2.17) by their estimators. 
a) Estimating ECCx11 1e 1 ). 
1 n r 
e1 = n (r·- 1) L: L: 
' i=1 j=1 
Cx. . - x. ) 2 
. l-] :)_ 
is an unbiased estimator of EC Cx11 I e1 ). 
b) Estimating CCcCn1 )). 
(2.18) 
e2 = n (n- 1)(r- 1) 
1 n L: 
i=1 
n 
L: 
k=1 
k:t:i 
r 
L: 
j = 1 
(x .. 
l-J 
x.) (xk. 
:)_ J 
is an-unbiased estimator of ECCx11 ,x 21 je 1 ,e 2 ) = C(cCn1 )). 
-Letting .x = 
J 
1 n 
- L: x .. , we have 
n l-J. i=1 
1 r n n r 
e 2 = --;---::;-"';'"7--~ 1_ L: L: L: (x .. - :X.) (xk. - :X ) -n (n- 1)(r- 1) Li= 1 k= 1 j=1 l-J l- J k 
n r 
L: L: 
i=1 j =1 
1' [ 
-n--.......,.-1 n 
giving 
(x .. 
l-J 
- ) 2 x. 
:)_ ] = 
1 r 
(r- 1) C_L: 
J =1 
n r .... 2 = 2 l 
-r.....;;..;. . .,....,.-1 ( L: .x .,.. r x 1 ..,.. e 1 J , j =1 J 
~~-.·--~---~~-- -- =~-..:..'.:~-,.,-- <.-·-~-:--=----""::~ -=~ -- . .:::"::'~-"'-·"=·-~-~ "!!'-r:7:~~~ - --~-~.,--~~~-~--:_~~..:=..-::o-:,_.:.....:_ ·-~-: ~ -;_ --=-_\ _--::--
- =_- -~-=--
1. 
= J 
. : 
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giving 
1 r 2 
e 2 = n - 1 [ r ~ 1 2:: ( J. x - ~ ) - e 1 ]' j = 1 
which is easier to compute than (2.18). 
c) Estimating C(b( 81 )). 
We have 
n 
E( 2:: (x. - ~) 2 ) = 
i=1 l 
=)2 
- X = ~) = 
n CCC x1 ) + C C ~) - 2 C C x1 , ~) ) = n C C C :X1 ) - C C x) ) = 
(n 1 ) ( c ( b ( 81 ) ) 1 E c < x11 I 81 ) 1 CCcCn1 ))) - + - - - = r r 
(n 
-
1 ) cccbce 1 )) + 1 ECe1 e2)). - -r 
Hence 
1 [i~1 ex. = 2 1 ( e1 e2) ] e3= 1 - x) -n - l r 
is an unbiased estimator of C(b(8 1 )). 
We now estimate K with 
"K* 
e1 
= 
e3 
p with 
p* 
e2 
= -
' e3 
and x k,r+1 with 
"* r K* - P* = 
xk, r+1 = K* p* xk + K* X r + - r + - p* 
j 
., 
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Note that K* and p* could he CO'!'related with xk and X 
so that xk,r+1 is not generally unbiased. 
2D. As a special case of our general model we briefly 
mentioned an additive model. Another special case that seems 
more natural in practice, is a multiplicative model where 
Our linear credibility formulae seem natural in the 
additive model, not equally natural in the multiplicative case. 
And we could ask: Could we do better? 
We shall now develop an alternative approach. 
From subsection 1 F we get that an estimator of 
optimal if and only if it is an optimal estimator 
What is now an optimal estimator of b(8k)? 
If we could observe the random variables dCn 1 ), 
xk1 
it would be natural to base our estimator on d( n1 ). 
xk,r+1 is 
of b ( ek) . 
' . . . ' 
since E ( d~~~) I ek, nj ) bCek). As xk1 xkr = d ( n1 ) ' ' drnT aTe J nr 
exchangeable relative to b c ek > ~ the best linear inhomogeneous 
I . xk1 
~stimator of b(8k) based on d(n1 ) 
form 
where a 0 and a 1 are real constants. 
Unfortunately we do not kno~ dCn 1 >, ••. ,d(nr), But they can be 
estimated. A natural estimator of d(nj) is the best linear 
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inhomogeneous estimator of dCnjl based on :x1 j ~· ,, ~xnj~ tha,t is, 
with 
.x 
d.= . ~· ~ + 
=J n v f-' 
\) = ECCx11 in 1 ) C(cCn 1 )) 
xkj 
~ Letting now xkj = 
dj 
\) 
n + v 
for 1 
r 
j = 1, ... ,r, and x* = - l: xkj ' k r j =1 
want the optimal estimator of xk,r+ 1 of the form g 0 + g1xk. 
From (1 .6) and (1 .7) follows that this optimal estimator is 
with 
and 
As 
and 
these quantities can easily be estimated, 
we 
For closer exanihation of the behaviour of x simulation is k,r+1 
suggested. 
2E. The multiplicative model has also been treated by 
Welten (1968). He uses the premium (1 .44). If the claim 
amounts in j-th term are small, this could be due to small 
d(n. ). This would lead to too small premiums to cover the 
J 
expected future claims. However, the small claim amounts in j -tJ-; 
-.-:----:--=_-.--.-~->=-·---· 
---~---------- -· 
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term have given the insurance conrpa.ny a prot it~ s3.nd Welten 
argues that a part of this- profit should oe paid into a "Bonus 
reserve" to cover the future claims, 
2'F, Both xk ,r-+1 ~ xk,r-+1 , and xk,r+j (and Welten 1 s approach} 
are developed under the very strict assumption that our portfolio 
consists of n policies that have been running in the same r te'r'ms, 
It is very unlikely that we shall meet this situation in reality, 
and we therefore need a ],e?j~ restrictive model, 
li ,, 
Unfortunately, in sul:;ection 2B we would lose some of the 
exchangeability properti~s and get a messy system of linear 
equations,solvable, but too comp_licated to be of any practical use. 
The present author believes that instead of developing the best 
linear inhomogeneous and unbiased homogeneous foTTilulae, one 
ought to examine the structure of (2,141 and (2,17) and try to 
develop si111ilar, not too complicated formulae under the 111ore general 
conditions, 
It seems that such generalizations would be somewhat easie:r 
ln the approach of subsection 2E, 
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3. A hiererchical credibility regression model. 
A regression model with random parameters on two 
levels is developed ,from which a model by 
Taylor (1974) and Jewell (1975c,d) is derived as a 
special case. . 
3A. In Example 1.2 assume that all the policies are taken from 
a certain district. If we compare the claim amounts from this 
district with claim amounts from another district, there may be 
systematic differences. We shall explain these by assuming that 
each district is characterized by an unknown random parameter. 
G.iven this random parameter the policies of the district are 
independent. 
Example 1.2 was derived as a special case of the model of 
subsection 1I. We shall generalize the model of subsection 1I 
according to the above remarks. The insurance model will be 
treated as a special case (Example 3.1). 
3B. Let ~1 and ~2 be observable random vectors of dimensions 
r 1 x 1 resp. r 2 x 1. We want to estimate an unknown random 
variable m. Let e and n be two unknown random parameters. We 
assume that ~2 and e are independent given n, and that m is 
independent of ~1 and ~2 given 8 and n. We further assume that 
E C ~1 I e , n ) = ~ 1 g c e , n ) 
ECmle,n) = a'b(e,n) 
EC_£Ce,n) In) = ~Cn) 
EC~2 1n) = ~2 ~Cn) 
Here ~i is a non-random ri x q-matrix for i = 1 ,2, ~a non-random 
q x 1-vector, and b(8,n) and ~(n) q ~ 1 vector functions of the 
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random parameters. ~1 has rank q. 
Let 
ii = E(Ji(n)) 
A= ECCE_Ce,n)/n) 
X = (x' x')' 
=1 '=2 . 
We assume that 
and 
~ = EC(~/n) 
are invertible. 
Let 
( 3 • 1 ) :m. = Yo + :::b'~ 
be the best linear inhomogeneous estimator of m based on x. 
(1.4) and (1,5) give 
( 3 . 2 ) y = E(m) - y' f(x) 0 - -
( 3 . 3 ) 
We have 
c<~) ~ r + ~ £ r' ( 3. 4) 
( 3 . 5 ) C(m,~~ )= ~~ [£1, (~,1 ,~) + ~ r']. -
By putting (3,4) and (3,5) into (3.3) we get 
( 3 . 6 ) 
Multiplying (3.6) by I-1r gives 
( 3 • 7 ) a'(Z + ~ Y'r-1Y) 
= = = 
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with 
( 3 . 8 ) 
Zellner (1971 ,p.231) states that if B lS a k x l-matrix and 
c an l X k-matrix, then 
II + M X'l- 1 ~1 = ll + y 
= = 
I~ + y ~ X' I I -1 I L: • 
II + B Cl 
== 
X.'I-1 I = 
-
= II 
= 
I CL: 
= 
+ 
+ 
£ ~~. This gives 
r~ Y') f·11 = 
As L: is positive definite and Y ~ X' non-negative definite, 
1 + X ~ Y' must be positive definite and has thereby non-zero 
determinant. Accordingly!+ ~ Y'~- 1 ~ has non-zero determinant 
and is thereby invertible. 
Hence we get from (3.7) 
( 3 • 9 ) 
From (3.6) we get 
giving 
(3.10) 
By multiplying (3.10) by x and using (3,8)we.get 
C3. 1 1) ;x,'~ = a'I f + <~' - ,X,'X) ~ X'l-1 ~ i 
with 
and 
Putting (3.9) into (3.11) glves 
= a 1 {Z b + [I - (Z + 3 Y' L:-1Y) (I + 
= == = === = = 
Z) (I+~ Y'L:- 1Y)- 1 ~ 
= = = = 
(\ 
~I[~ b + (I 
and we get 
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~ ~ 
C 3, j 3 I 4: '~ = ~' [g :0 + C :r ~ g I ~ ~ ] 
with 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.13) now finally give 
~ 
C 3. 1 5) m = ~; {~ .Q + Cl - ~) [~ ~ + C I ~) ~ ]} . 
(The above derivatio~s are very similar to derivations by 
Hachemeister (1975) a~d ±aylor (1977).) 
Let ~ be an unknowr! random s x 1 -vector, independent of ~ 
given e_ and n, and with 
ECmje,n> =A ~ce,n), 
where A is a non-random s x q-matrix. Then the vector generali-
zation 
~ ~ 
(3.16) rn =A{ Z Q + Cl- ~)[~~+(I-!:._)~]} 
of (3.15) is obvious. 
Remarks. 
i) (3.14) gives 
By comparing with ( 1 , 2 2) and ( 1 , 3 0) we s,ee th~t 
.... ~ 
~ = !:._ ]_ + (I ~ ~) ], 
is.the best linear inhomogeneou~ esti:rn~tor' of JiCnl 
based on x. 
We can now write 
A f""' 
( 3 . 1 7) m = A [ Z b + C l .,. 11 ~ L 
ii) Suppose that ~(n)=-= Ji. Then= = O,and we get 
m = A [1 b + (I Z) ji]' 
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"' This result is intuitively very sound, ~is the 
best linear n ... unbiased estimator of ~ ( ni, But now we 
"' know ~(n), and consequently~ drops out, 
Under the stronger assumption that n is a constant, 
our model reduces to the model of subsection 1I, 
iii) Suppose now on the other hand that our prior knowledge 
about the distribution of ~Cn2 is extremely vague, This 
could be formalized by putting the precision matrix of 
.... 1 ~ , equal to 0 , 
From (3,14) we get 
(3,18) -1 -1 -1 -1 ~ = ( ~ + !'f !) 'Y'I Y, 
When ;: -1 = Q, (3,18) gives 6 = I and we get 
- = __;_' 
"' "' ffi = A [ z b + (I ... Z) ~]. 
Ou~ knowledge of the distribution of ~Cn> is now so 
vague that we are not willing to put any weight on its expectation 
~· 
"' 3C. As ~ is the best linear unbiased estimator of ~~ . we get 
the best linear unbiased homogeneous estimator of m 
A A 
~ = 6 [:! ~ + (I - !) ~] 
from Theorem 1.2 and (3,16), 
Suppose now that we have an additional sample ~3 independent 
of~' ~' 6, and n· We assume that 
where ! 3 is a non~random matrix. 
Then the best linear unbiased homogeneous estimator of m 
based on x is 
1\ 
(\ "' ,... §.=6{ZE_+(!, 6 ~ + ( l ... ~) _§_ J} ' 
A 
A 
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where .~ lS the best linear unbiased estimator of,§, based on x 
and ~3 . 
Corresponding to remark i) of subsection 3B we see that ~ 
A 
A A 
~ = ~ ~ + Cl - ~) ~ 
is the best linear unbiased homogeneous estimator of ~(n) and get 
m = ~ r ~ b + Cl - ~) ~ J 
corresponding to (3.17). 
3D. We now make the assumption that x 1 and ~2 are independent 
given n. We then get 
where 
~i = EC(xi!n) 
for i = 1 , 2 .. 
As in subsection 1J we get the simplifications 
and 
(3.20) z = ~ ~1 ~~ 1 r1 
and observe that b is the best linear (8,n)-unbiased estimator 
of b ( 8, n) . 
Corresponding to the remark in subsection 1K, we observe that 
the optimal linear estimator of b(8,n) is a weighted average of 
the best linear ( 8, n) -unbiased estimator of £C 8, n) and the best linear 
inhomogeneous estimator of E<g-c 8, n) l n) (inhomogeneous case), or 
-
the best linear (8,n)-unbiased estimator of b(8,n) and the best 
linear unbiased homogeneous estimator of E(~(8,n) In) (unbiased 
homogeneous case). The weights are the same in both cases. 
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The optimal estimator of ~ is obtained by 11ml tip lying !::_ by 
the optimal estimator of ]Ce ~n l, 
'Ex'ample·'.'S\ j , Assume that we have an insurance portfolio con-
~ .... ' - • .. ..,_ ::: < < . 
sisting of n policies. x .. is the total claim amount of i-th 
l] 
policy in the j-th term it is running. Our portfolio lS 
characterized by an unknown random parameter n. Given this 
parameter, claim data from different policies are independent. 
Furthermore each policy i is characterized by an unknown random 
parameter ei. We assume that e 1 , ... ,en are conditionally 
independent and identically distributed given n, and that 
xi!, xi 2 ' .... are independent and identically distributed 
given ei and n with common conditional cumulative distribution 
on the form F(• lei,n) with F independent of i. i-th policy 
has been running in r. terms. 
l 
Let 
b C e 1 , n ) = E C x11 I e 1 , n ) 
SCn) = ___ ECb<e 1 ,n) In) 
S = ECSCn)), 
<.p = E c C x 11 I e 1 , n) . 
It lS assumed that 
:\ = ECCbCe 1 ,n) In) 
and 
~ = CCS(n)) 
are non-zero. 
We want to estimate xk by xk +1 , the best linear 
,rk+1 ,rk 
inhomogeneous estimator based on the observed claim amounts 
from the portfolio. 
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From (3.15) and (3.19) we get that x can be written k,rkt1 
on the form 
(3.21) xk 1 = ~;;k bk + < 1 - ~;;k) r o s + < 1 - o) s J • . - . _ 
,rk+ 
Here l';;k and o are constants. bk is the best linear Cek,n)-
"' unbiased estimator of b(ek,n), sthe best linear n-unbiased 
estimator of SCn), and 
B = o S + ( 1 ···~ o ) S 
the best linear in omogeneous estimator of S(n). 
It is obvious that 
(3.22) 
By comparing (3.20) with (1 .37) and the present model with the 
model of Example 1.2 we get 
(3.23) nk 
with K = £ 
Similarly by comparing (3,12) with (1 ,11) and the present 
model with the model of Example 1.2 we get 
(3.24) 
with 
"' 
s = 
v. = 
l 
n r. 
l: l 
i=1 r. + 
n 
l: 
i=1 
l 
r. 
r. 
l 
l 
K 
r. 
l 
+ 
ri_, + K 
+ K 
-x. 
l n 
-
= l: \). x. 
i=1 l l 
K 
It remains to determine o. But s1nce S 1s the best linear 
inhomogeneous estimator of SCn), (1 ,6) gives 
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"' 
8 = c < s <nl', S2 = EC(~(~l) = A A , ' 
c ( s) ECCS!n2 + CECSJnl v~ EC(x.Jn) + CCSCn)) 
l l 
n 
2: 
i=1 
v~ [ECCx.Je.,n) + ECCECx.Je.,n)Jn)J + c,; 
l l l l l 
n 
2: v~ [-1 ECCx. 1 Je.,n) + ECCbCe.,n)Jn)J + t,; i= 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 . 
c,; 
= 
n 2 ( <P ) D 2: \). + A + c,; 2: 
i=1 l r. i=1 l 
c,; 
= D 2 r. + K A. 2: l v. + n s 
. i=1· l r. 2: 
giving 
( 3 • 2 5 ) 8 = 
. h A 
Wl t p = ~ , 
l 
i=1 
n 
2: 
i=1 ri. + K 
n r. 
l 
2: r. + K + P i=1 l 
c,; 
2 ( K ) v. A - + 1 + l r. 
l 
c,; 
A 
c,; + r. 
l 
r. + K 
l 
= 
= 
= 
c,; 
From (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25) we now get 
= 
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I n r. n L: l l.: 
r.+K rk 
_K_/ i=1 i=1 ( 3 ' 2 6 ) x + l = -- x-k ,rk +1 rk+K k rk+i<l n r. n 
\ l.: 
l + p l.: 
r.+K \i= 1 l i=1 
\ 
p 
s) r. . n 
l.: l + p 
i=1 r.+K l 
When r 1 = r 2 = = r = r, (3.26) reduces to n 
with X 
r K 
= r +. K xk + r + K 
1 n 
= - l: 
n i=1 
X.' l 
or 
r 
n---
r + K 
X + 
p 
K 
--r.+K 
l 
r. 
l 
r.+K 
l 
X k,r+1 
r K ( n rr(r) ) 
= r + K xk + r + K n + rr(r) x + n + rr(r) S . 
with rr(r) = p (1 + ~ )· 
x. 
l 
s 
The model of Example 3,1 has previously been studied by 
Taylor (1974) and Jewell (1975c,d), 
+ ~.-
Cl 
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4, Optimal choice of observators. 
The question on what observators to base our 
credibility estimators , is discussed in a 
general multi-dimensional model. Concepts of 
sufficiency, completeness, 8-sufficiency, and 
8-completeness are often useful in our search 
for good observators. Some of the present 
results aTe closel-y related to results by 
Taylor (1977). 
4A. Assume that we want to estirnat~.~ an unknown random ! ' . 
variable m by an observable random ~x 1-vector ~· We assume 
that ~ and m are independent given an unknown random parameter 
e, and that 
ECml8) = g'£(8), 
where a is a non-random q x 1-vector and g(8) a q x 1 vector 
function of e. We assume that C(g(8)) is invertible. 
Under certain conditions (cfr. subsection 1K), which we 
assume hold, the best linear inhomogeneous estimator of m 
based on x can be written 
and the best linear unbiased homogeneous estimator 
"' m =a'[ Z b + (I 
= =;:= = 
Z).§.] • 
.., -
Here~ lS a non-random q x q-matrix, ~ = E(£(8)), b the best 
linear 8-unbiased estimator of g(8), and~ the best linear 
unbiased estimator of ~-
As the non-random vector ~ obviously has expectation ~' we 
shall allow ~ to be called an unbiased estimator of ~· This 
convention enables us to develop results for inhomogeneous and 
unbiased homogeneous estimators at the same time. 
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We now have that both-m and 1it can be written on the form 
s'£* + (a~~)'~* ' 
where b* is a e ..... unbiased estimator of E_Ce) di* an unbiased 
estimator of~ and~ a non~random q x -:l~vector, 
As an estimator of m is optimal if and only if it is an 
optimal estimator- of EC:mlel = ~'£Cel, we shall in the sequel 
assume that -m = a 1bCe1. 
48. Now let ~* be a 8-unbiased estimator of b(8) and!* _an 
unbiased estimator of ~· We want to determine the best 
estimator of m of the form 
( 4 . 1 ) ~'b* + (~- ~)'~* 
By writing 
EC~'b* + C~ - ~) '~* - m) 2 = ECg,' Cb* - ~*) - ~' [b(8) - ~*] ) 2 
we observe that X' b* t (~ - y) 1 ]_* is the nest estimator oX m of 
the form (4.1) if ~nd only if y'(b*- ~*) is the best linear inhomo-
-;--- ~- -· 
geneous estimator of a ' [ b ( 8 ) - ~ * ] 
based on b* ~ ~*· If we assume that C(~* 
(1.6) gives 
~*) lS invertible, 
X' = C(~'[b(8)- ~":] ,CE_* .... ~*)') CCg*.,... ~*)"'" 1 = a'Z(b* ~*) 
= = = '-
with 
( 4. 2) 
This gives that the optimal estimator of m of the form (4.1) lS 
From (4.2) we see that 1Cb(8),~*) = f, giving 
m(~(8),~* ) = ~ 1 ~(8) = m. This result lS obvious; m is 
definitely the best estimator of m. 
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In the inhomogeneous case with .§.* = _§_ we have 
.,.... -
c c E,* - ,§, r = c c £.*) = c-c £ c e ) ) + E c c £ * I e ) . 
As C(l2,(6)) was assumed invertible and thereby positive definite, 
and ECC.£*18) is non-negative definite, C(E_*) is invertible 
whenever it exists. ·we get 
z<g*d~) = C(!2_(8)) [CC£,(8)) + ECC~*iEl)J-1 , 
4C. What g* and~* are optimal to use? To answer this 
2 question we have to examine the mean square E(m(£*,~*) - m) . 
We have 
EC~C£*,,[*) - m) 2 = 
C ( a ' { Z{ b * d~ .. * ) b * + [I - ~( b * , ~ * ) ] ]. *} - a ' b( $ ) ) = 
= =:::::=-- ~ = - --- - -~ 
,[*)) ~' 
glvlng 
with 
.IT.Cb*,.§.*) = CC~CQ.*,f*) Cb* - B*l- CbC 6) - 13*)). 
~-:--- -::----~ ~ ~ --= - = 
The mat~ix function ll<•,•) (not really a function of 
estimators, but of distributions of estimators) seems to play 
an important part in choice of observators £* and ~*· We 
observe that if£** is a e-unbiased estimator of gCe) and~** 
an unbiased estimator of ~' and rr<£*,£~,*) is less than l!_(£**,~**)' 
then 
c 1 {~CQ.*,~*l :2.* + TI.,... ~<Q.*,~*)J 6*} 
~ -.,..- ~ '"::""""-" - -~ ..,....__ 
is a not worse estbnatcir of cJ b (e) than 
.:;=- ;:::::=· 
c' {ZCB**,].**l b** + [I~ ~(Q**,~**l] 6**} 
~ = = ·~ :;::::= ~ - ~ -
for all non-.,.random ,vectors· S, E JR q and better for some c , 
After these remarks we are interested in finding sufficient 
conditions :for ll;C e * ,(3* 1 to be less than JlC £ * *, ,§,* * 1 , We further 
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want to find when there exist a b* and ~*minimizing ll< •, •). 
We have 
llC£*,~*) = CC£(8) - ~*) + ~C£*,~*) CC£*- ~*) ~C£*,~*)' -
C(~(8)- ~*,(£*- ~*)') ~(£*,~*)' - ~(~*,~*) C(b*- ~,(~(8) - ~*)'). 
By using (4.2) we get 
( 4. 3) !C~*,~*) = £C£C8) - ~*) -
C(£(8) -~*,(£*- ~* )')C(b* -~*)- 1 CCE_(8)- ~*,(£,(8)-~*)')'. 
As this expression seems a bit complicated to discuss in 
general, we shall in the next subsection put some restrictions on 
possible observators £* and~*· 
4D. Let B1 be a set of 8-unbiased estimators of £(8) and B2 
a set of unbiased estimators of ~· We assume that B2 is 
stochasticly independent of B1 and 8, that C(b*) exists for all 
b* E B1 , and that C(~*) exists for all~* E B2 ._ 
For b* E B1 and ~* E B2 we have 
(4.4) C(b* - ~*) = C(b*) + C(~*) 
( 4. 5) C(~(8) - ~*) = C(~(8) - ~*,(£*- ~*)') = C(b(8)) + CC~*) 
( 4. 6) C(b*) = C(~(8)) + ECC£*j8). 
From (4.4) and (4.6) follows easily that C(b* - ~*) lS 
invertible. 
(4.3), (4,4), (4,5), and (4.6) give 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
(4,7c) 
llC£*,~*) = C(~(8)) + C(~*) -
[C(~(8)) +'C(~*)][CC£*) + C(~*))-1 [C(~(8)) + C(~*)) 
[CC~C8U 
Ec·c b* I 8 1 
+ C(~*)] [CC£,*1 + C(~*l]~j ECC£*181 = 
* * '* ..-1 * 
.... E c c E. 1 8 l [ e c b 1 + e~ s l J E c c 12, 1 e l . 
We are now able to prove two theorems, 
= 
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Theorem 4.1. Let~* and£** E B1 and~* E B2 • Then 
!(~*,~*) is less than [C£**,~*) if and o~ly if C(b*) is less 
thQ.n C ( b * *) . 
Proof. From (4.7a) follows that [C~*,~ ) lS less than [Cb**,~ ) 
if and only if 
[CC£Ce)) + C(~*)J[CC£**) + C(~*)]- 1 [CC£Ce)) + C(~*)] 
is less than 
[CC.!2_Ce)) + C(~*)][C(~*) + C(f*)]-1 [CCbCe)) + C(~*)] , 
By Lehmann & Scheffe (19SO,p.323) this is equivalent with 
CC£*) + C(~*) less than CC£**) + C(~*), which is finally 
equivalent with C(b*) less than C(b**). 
Q E D. 
Theorem 4.2. Let~* and~** E B2 and.~* E B1 with 
EC(b*l8) * Q. Then [C~*,~*) is -less than [C~*,f**) if and 
only ifCC~*) is-lesS:-than C(~**), 
Proof. From (4.7c) follows that [<~*~~*2 lS less than 
n<~*,~**) if and only if 
E c ( b * I e ) [ c (:e.* ) + c ( ~ * * ) ] .... 1 E c ( :e.* I e ) is less than 
ECC~*Iel [CCb*) + CC~*)]"'1 ECC:e_*I8L By Lehmann & Scheffe 
(1950. ,p. 323) this is equivalent with CC£.*2 + C(~*l less than 
CC:e_*) + C(~**), which is finally equivalent with C(~*). less 
than C(~**), 
Q E D, 
Remarks. 
i) When q = 1, the theorems say that we ar~ to prefer 
the b* and ~* with the least variance. 
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ii) From (4,6) we see that minimizing C(~•) is equivalent 
with minimizing EC(~*ie), 
iii) When ~* = ~' ~* lS of course independent of every 
e-unbiased estimator of b(e), so that generally in the 
* inhomogeneous case we ought to minimize cC~ ) (or 
equivalently EC(~*Ie) ). 
iv) If EC(~*Ie) = £, we have~(~*,~*) =~~for all~* E s2 . 
Hence the assumption in Theorem L !~ 2 that 
EC(b*le) * Q, is necessary. 
4E. Before we go further, we shall state some definitions. 
Let x be a random vector whose distribution depends on some 
non-random unknown parameter vector ~' which is element in a 
parameter space P, and let w = w(x) be a vector function of x. 
Defirtition 4.1. We shall say that w is sufficient f6r ~ 
relative to x if the conditional distribution of x given w 
does not depend on ~· 
Definitidn ~.2, We shall say that x is complete for~ if 
E(f(x)) = 0 for all values of~ € panda real~valued 
measurable function f implies that f(x) = 0 a.s, 
Let e be an unknown random parameter, 
Definitioh 4. 3, We shall say that ~ is e ..-sufficient rel-ative 
to x if the conditional distribution of x glven w and e 
does not depend on e. 
Example 4.1. Consider an insurance policy that has been running 
for n insurance terms. In i-th term there have been x 1 i claims 
with a total claim amount x 2i. 
cond~tionally independent and identically distributed glven 
an unknown random parameter e. Given x 11 and e 
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x11* ·i* 
x 21 has cumulative distribution G , where G denotes the i-th 
convobJ.tioh of a ·.cumulative distribution G, that is, we assume 
that when a claim has occured, its distribution is independ~~t of 
other claims and e. 
Let ~1 = (x11' ,x1n) 1 ' ~2 = (x21' · · · ,x2n) 1 ' ~ = (~1 '~2), 
and F(• 1~1 ,8) the cumulative distribution of~ g1ven x1 and e. 
We easily see that 
.IT.., dGx1i*Ct2.)' 
1- J . 1 
where I 1s an indicator. Thus the cumulative distribution of 
x given ~1 and 8 does not depend on 8, and ~1 is 8-sufficient for x. 
Cl 
Definition 4.4. We shall say that ~ is 8-complete if 
E(f(~) I 8) = 0 for a real·-valued measurable function f implies 
that f(~) = 0 a.s .. 
4F. In the model of subsection 1J we can write 
(4.8) i = <!'l-1Y)-1 C!~ !;1 !1 f +.!~ !;1 !2 i2) 
with 
if Y2 has rank q. 
From (1 .35) and (4.8) we get 
f' 
m = a' [Z b + (I 
= = = 
(Y'L:- 1Y)-1Y' -1 1"\ a' {[Z + (.!_ -, ,z) !1 x1 J b + = = = = =1 
(Y'L:-1Y)-1 -1 A (I - ~) Y' L:2 1:2 ~2} . = = = = =2 
By putting 
0 Z = Z + (I 
= 
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,, 
and using the unbiasedness of E_ we get 
ffi = ~'[ o~ ~ + C! ~ o~l i2J' 
Here b is a e ..... unbiased estimator of £(8); ~2 1s an unbiased 
A A 
estimator of~' and ~2 is independent of band e. 
4G, Now to be more general, let ~1 and ~2 be two observable 
random vecto:rs and e an unknown random parameter, It is assumed 
that ~2 is independent of ~1 and e. We want to estimate. 
m = a 1Q_(e), where a is a non..--rand::>m .. l x "1"':"\'ector and E_(e) a 
-- - 'ij \ 
q x 1 vector function of e with ~xpectation ~· We assume that 
C(b(e2) is invertible. We want our estimator to be of the form 
mf£*,~*1, where b* is a e .... unbiased estima_tor of ~(e) based on 
~1 and~* an unbiased estimator of~ based on ~2 , It is assumed 
that such estimators exist, We a:re now in the situation of sub:""-
section 4D and can use the theorems the:re to optimize with respect 
to ~* arid ~*. 
Now suppose that~* is an unbiased estimator 
~2. Jf·H, is sufficient~for ~ rel~~i~e to K2 , 
-Q - -
of~ based on 
I/ ~ :: E \§,* I w 2 ) 1 s al so 
an unbiased estimator· of.§,, and we would prefer i to ~* in our 
credibility estimator because C(~*) - C(.6_) = EC(~*i~2 )) is non-
negative definite. Hence we can restrict our search for an estimator 
of~ based on ~2 to estimators based on w2 . Furthermore, if ~2 1s 
..., 
complete for ~' ~ is a best unbiased estimator of .§, to use in 
v 
" our credibility estimat.or, becan se if ~ is another unbiased 
~ v 
estimator of~ based on ~2 , we have E(~- ~) = 0 for all values 
-of~ and hence f = ~ a. s. 
Now suppose that b* is a e-unbiased estimator of £Ce) based 
v 
on ~1 . If ~1 is e-sufficient relative to ~1 , ~ = EC£*1w~) is also 
~ e-unbiased estimator of ~(e) because 
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v 
and we w-ould prefer o to ~* in our credibility estimator? 
v 
because CC£*1 ..... C(~J = ECC£*1!jl is· non~negative definite, ~ 
Hence we can restr;i:ct ouT search foT a e~unbiased estimator of 
~(e0 based on ~1 to estimators based on ~1 . Furthermore, if ~2 
'-' is e-complete, Q is a best e-unbiased estimator of gCe) to use 
~ 
1n our credibility estimator, because if b is another e~unbiased 
.:1 '-' 
estimator of g(e) based on ~1 , we have E(~- ~je) = 0, and hence 
~ v 
b = b a.s. 
It is interesting to note how independent the search for an 
optimal ~* is of the unconditional distribution of ~1 if we know 
the conditional distribution of ~1 given e. 
Example 4. 2. Suppose that ~ = Cx1 , ... ,xr)', where x 1 , ... ,xr are 
claimnumbers of. an insurance policy with ari unknown random risk 
parameter e, We· assume that x 1 , , • • ,xr are condi tonally 
independent and identically Poisson~distTibuted with expectation 
e given e. We know B = ECe) = ECCx1 je) and C(e) (or at least 
we are able to estimate them from our portfolio data), but we do 
not have any further knowledge about the distribution of e. 
We want to estimate e with an estimator of the form 
" 
e<e*,S) where e* is a e~unbiased estimator of e. We have that 
1 r ... 
X = - L: r i=1 
xi is e~sufficient relat~ve to ~· -Furthermore x is 
e ... complete, (This follows e.g. from a general result on complete-
ness in regular Darmois .... Koopman families,) As xis a e-unbiased 
estimator of e, it follows that our optimal estimator is eci:f3). 
(If we make the further assumption that e is r~istributed, we 
.. 
have in fact that eCx,S) = ECe}~).) 
Cl 
------- --- -- -
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We have till now assumed tha,t we ought to -use the b* and i?..* 
with the least covariance -matrices-, However~- this 'JI'lay not b"e so 
1n practice, The estimators with least covariance -matr;tces.Jpay 
be functions of other unknown pa:rameters, And even if we have 
found :0* and g* not using any unknown parameters~ ~(£*,_§_*)-may be 
unknown. In practice we usually have to estimate ~(~*~.t?_*), 
But then in our choioe of b* and ~* we have to take care that it 
will not be too complicated to estimate ~C£*,.§,*1, Furthermore our 
knowledge of the distribution of ~ may be so vague that we are 
not able to find the best :0* and~*, 
We shall look at two examples, 
' ~)Cample' 4'. 3, Suppose that the observable random vectors 
~j, , , , ) xn are conditionally independent and identically 
distributed given an unknown random variable e, We want to es:timat 
m = ~'b(e) ,vv_here g, is a non~random q x ::!---vector and ,£Cei a q x 1 
vector function of e with expectation~· We assume tha,t c<~Cel2 
is invertible, Our estimator is to De of the form jiiC.£_* ?~)_ where 
b* is some e .... unbiased estimator of ~Ce1, 
If there exists a eTunbiased estimator ~ of ~Ce1 :Oased on a 
e.,...sufficient (relative to xj' . '.' ~n 1 and e ..... complete statistic? 
this estimator is of course optimal in least mean square sense, 
v 
However, if ~(]2,,~) is to be estimated by the pres-ent data and 
similar data from other realizations of e, this -may be rather -meesy 
v v 
unless b is on the form b 1 
n 
= ~ L: n i-" -1
£*C~il' Here £*C~jl is of course 
a a-unbiased estimator of b(8), 
We shall now restrict b* to be of the form 
n 
b* = ~ L: b*(x.). 
n i=1 = =l 
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Then we have 
( 4. 9) 
v 
Suppose now that there exists a e-.:'unbiased estimator ?C~j l 
based on a a-sufficient (relative to ~ji and e~complete stati$tic, 
From (4,9) follows then that 
n 
' 1 j) = 2:: b(-x.) 
n i="1 = =l 
·· is our optimal estimator, w·e get 
,gC,§,_a) = CC£CB))( C(b(B)) + t ECC~Cx1 J/6)] "".j. = 
n [n _! + ECC~C~1 )/6) CC£,Ce1f'''1 ] .... -:1 = 
with 
n ( n I + Kl .... -:1 
::;:::::=: ~ 
giving 
' Example 4', 4. Let (~1 ,m.1 '81) ' • . • ' (~A ,mn' en l' be independent 
random vectors. e1 , , • , , en are unknown a_nd indentically distri-
buted. For each i -x. is an observable random vector and m. an 
=l l 
unknown random variable, ~i and mi are independent given ei' and 
E(m./e.) =a! b(e.). 
l l ;=l <= l 
Here a. is a non-random q x 1..-.vector andb(6.) a q x 1 vector 
=l ~ l. 
function of e.- with unknown expectation: _Q, We assume that 
l ~ 
C(bCB 1 )) is invertible. The conditional distribution of x. given 
'l'=l 
e. is known, but the distribution of e. is unknown. 
l l 
We want to estimate mk with an estimator of the form 
mkC£,k,J~,*), where .e.k is a ek..,..unbiased estimator of b(Bk), and ,f,* 
is an unbiased estimator of ~· 
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Assume that for ea,ch i there exists a. ei"'unoi9,sed estima.tor 
0 
.gi ofgCei1 such that for a.ny other ei-unoia,sed estimator ~1 of 
'-' ],Ceil we have N£ii- cc:eii non.,-.nega.tive definite, 
By comparing with (:] . 4 3 I 
see.ms to :Oe a natural estimator of m, 'from subsection 4:F follows 
I) 
that this estimator can :Oe written on the form mkC£k~~:k_l with 
a* -
,gk -
and 1s thereby of the required form, 
[J 
4H. The inhomogeneous case (~* = ~l has previously been treated 
oy, Pechlivanides (j 97 31 and Taylor C J 97 7 L Ta,ylor' s trea,t~ment 
is very similar to the present one, 
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5. Optimal semilinear estimators. 
Conditions are given under which exchangeability 
implies conditional independence. De Vylder's 
(1976b) theory of optimal semilinear estimators is 
slightly generalized. A condition is given under 
which optimal semilinear estimators can be developed 
recursively. Some asymptotic properties of optimal 
semilinear estimators are discussed. Conditions are 
given under which optimal semilinear estimators can 
be based on e-sufficient estimators. 
00 
SA. Let { x. }. _1 , be a sequence of real random r x 1 -vectors 
-'l l-
and m a real random variable. We assume that ~1 , ... '-~n are 
' 2 -,-
exchangeable relative to m for all n, and that E(m ) < oo 
LetS be the set of possible outcomes of (m,~ ,~2 , ... ), A the 
a-field of Borel sets in S, and P the probability measure induced 
on (S, A) by (m,x1 ,x2 , .. · ) · 
From a trivial multi-dimensional generalization of a result 
ln Loeve (1963,p.365) follows that ~1 ,~2 , ... are conditionally 
independent and identically distributed given a sub-a-field A' of 
A· Furthermore by Loeve (1963,p.363) follows that the conditional 
probability measure pA' on (S, A) given A' can be regularized. 
Hence we may assume that pA' is regular. 
Lemma 5.1. Let f JR rs -+ JR and g- : JR -+ JR be bounded Baire 
functions. Then 
C ( g ( m ) , f ( ~1 , ,..x.s )I A I ) = 0 • 
Proof. For all n we have 
1 n-1 
0 < CCn2 g(m) + L: 
j=O f ( ~j s + 1 ' ... ,~ ( j + 1 ) s ) I A ! ) = 3 
n C ( g ( m) 1 A' ) + n C ( f ( x 1 , .. , , ~ s ) 1 A 1 ) + 2 n 2 C ( g ( m ) , f ( ~1 . , . , x s 1 I A ' ), 
glvlng 
1 
0 < n-2 -(C(g(m)IA') + C(f(~ 1 , ... ,~s)IA')) + 2C(g(m),fC..x.1 , ... ,~s)IA') 
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By letting n + oo we get 
( 5 . 1 ) C ( g ( m ) , f ( ~1 , • • • , ~s ) I A ' ) · > 0 • 
A similar treatment of 
1 
CCn2 g(m) 
n-1 
L: f(x. +1 , ... ,x(.+ 1 ) >lA') glves j =0 =J s = J s 
( 5 . 2 ) C(g(m),fC~ 1 , ... '~s>IA') < 0. 
Lemma 5.1 now follows from (5.1) and (5.2). 
Q E D. 
00 
Theorem 5. 1 . m is conditionally independent of' { x.} gl ven A' . 
=l . 1 l= 
Proof. 
. JRr ln 
Let A be a Borel set ln JR and A1 , . . . ,A -. Borel sets n 
It is sufficient to show that 
_A I n I T n 
P".((m EA)f) n (x. EA.))= pA (mE A) pA ( n (x. EA.)). 
i=1 =l . l i=1 =l l 
By Lemma 5.1 
n 
o = C C I C m E A ) , I C · n <~ . E A . ) I A ' ) = 
. 1 -l l 
. l= 
n n 
E ( I ( m E A ) I ( i ~ 1 (~ i E A i ) I A ' ) - E ( I ( m E A ) I A ' ) E ( I ( i ~ 1 C ~i E A i ) ) I A ' ) 
A' n A' A' n 
= P ((m E A) n n (x. E A.)) - P (mE A) P ( n (x. E A .. )). 
. 1 ~l l . 1 =l l l= l= 
Q E D . 
5B. Let F be the set of all Baire functions f 
such that E CfC~1 )) :<·eo, 
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For all n let 
n 
m* = l.: f~(~i) n i=1 
be the optimal semilinear estimator of m based on ~1 , ... ,~, 
n 
that is, the best estimator of m of the form l.: f(x.) with f E F • 
. 1 =l l= 
The following theorem, which is a slight extension of a 
result by De Vylder (1976b,section 7), states that m* always 
n 
exists and is almost surely unique. 
Theorem 5.2. The functional equation 
( 5 . 3 ) 
has always a solution. If both f( 1 ) and f( 2 ) are solutions 
of ( 5. 3), then f( 1 ) C~1 ) = f( 2 ) C~1 ) a. s. , f~ E F satisfies 
n 
E( l.: 
i=1 
n 
f*(x.) - m) 2 < E( l.: 
n =l i=1 
for all f E F if and only iff* satisfies (5,3), 
n 
The proof goes almost exactly as the deductions oy De Vylder 
(1976b,sections 4 and 7) (replace 0 with A' and Xt+ 1 with m), and 
is therefore omitted. 
Remarks. 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
We see that iff* satisfies ~5,3), thBn 
n 
E(f~Cx 1 )) = ~ E(m), Hence m; is an unbiased 
estimator of m. 
From ( 5 • 3) follows that mt = f1 (~1 ) = E ( m I ~:1 l 
This result is obvious. 
Theorem 5 . 1 gives 
ECml~1 ) = E ( E ( m I ~1 , A ' ) I ~1 ) = E ( E ( m I A' ) I ~1 ) . 
a, s, 
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From this and (5,3) follows that m* is an optimal 
n 
semilinear estimator of m if and only if m* is an 
n 
optimal semilinear estimator of ECm[A'). 
5C. If we get the ~i's sequentially, it might be interesting 
to estimate m whenever we get a new ~i· (~i could e.g. be the 
claim data of i-th insurance term of an insurance policy.) 
Th . ld b . ~ ·~ ~ ~ en lt wou e convenlen~ l~ ~r,~2, ... could be chosen such 
that there was an easy connection between m~ and m~+ 1 for all n 
(e.g. something like (1 .32)). It would be most inconvenient to 
have to keep all the previous ~i's for use in future estimators. 
After these remarks we wish that there exists a version 
· {f*} oo of the optimal functions and a sequence {gn} oo of 
n n=1 n=1 
functions such that 
( 5 • 4 ) m* 1 = g (m* ,x +1 ) n+ n n =n 
for all n. 
The following theorem gives a condition under which our 
wish is satisfied. 
Theorem 5. 3. Assume that there exists a non-negative nu.mber 1T 
such that 
( 5. 5) E ( E ( m I ~2 ) I ~1 ) = 1T E ( m I ~1 ) + ( 1 - 1T) E ( m) a. s . . 
Then an optimal sequence· {f~~n: 1 can be defined by 
( 5 • 6 ) 
We then have 
( 5 . 7 ) m* 
n 
n I n '( n 1 ) (rr - 1 ) 
= ( n - 1 ) 1T + 1 n i ~ 1 E ( m I ~i ) + -rn - 1 ) -1T + 1 E ( m 2 
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and the recursion 
( 5 . 8 ) m* = n+1 
(n- 1) 7T + 
n 7T + 1 
1 m* + 1 E( I ) 7T - 1 E(m). 
n n 7T + 1 m 1 ~n+1 + n 7T + 1 
'Proof. We have to show that ff;_ defined by (5.6) satisfies (5.3). 
We have 
( 5 • 9 ) ·1 I ( n ... 1 2 7T + I E ( E (m I ~2 ) I ~1 ) + 
(n- I) (TI- 1) 1 
(n.,. i) TI + i'" n E(m). 
Inserting (5.5) into (5,9) and rearranging glve 
(5.10) 
From (5.6) and (5,10) we get 
Hence f* satisfies (5,3), and Theorem 5,2 gives that f* is 
n n 
optimal. 
( 5. 7) follows easily by adding ff;_(~i), , , , ,f;;_C~n 2, and ( 5, 81 
follows trivially from (5,7). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5,3, 
Q E 1) • 
Remark, It can easily be shown that if there exist a version 
"{f*} co 
n n= 1 of the optimal functions and sequences·{v} co and 
n n=-:J 
· {vn} co of constants such that 
n=1 
for all n, then (5.5) must be satisfied, It seems intuitively 
plausible that we must have (5,11) whenever (5.41 is satisf:Led, 
However, it seems that we have to put restrictions on the distri .... 
butions of the xi's and m to be able to prove such a result. 
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The assumption in Theorem 5.3 that TI was non-negative?was 
made to ensure that the denominator in (5.6) was non-zero. 
However, the following lemma shows that it is sufficient to 
assume the existence of a real constant TI satisfying (5.5) to 
be able to define f* ~ as a linear function off*. 
n+, n 
Lemma 5.3. If there exists a real constant TI satisfying (5.5), 
this TI can be chosen non-negative. 
Proof. We have 
o .::_ CECECmi~1 )1A') = CCECm1~1 ),ECml~2 )) = 
C ( E ( m I~~ ) , E ( E ( m I ~2 ) I x 1 ) ) = 
Hence 
TI CE(ml~l) ~ 0. 
If CE<mlx1 ) >, o, TI must be greater than or equal to zero. If 
CE<ml~1 ) = o, E<mlx1 ) = E(m) a.s, , and we can let TI be any number, 
Hence Lemma 5,3 is proved, 
Q E D. 
n 
5D. Let m* = n L: ·fri<~i) be an optimal semilinear estimator i=l 
of m. We shall look at some asymptotic results when n + ~ • 
. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that there exists a function f E F such 
that E(f(~ I[ A I l_ = ECml A I 1, Then 
l? 
-mri + E Cm I A 1 L 
If, in addition, there exists a positive constant TI such 
that (5.5) holds, then 
m* a~s. E(m[A'). n . 
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· Pro'of. As m~ is an optimal semilinear estimator of E(m I A 1 1_~ ·;;r;.~ 
. 
is in particular not worse than mn = 
n 
L: 
i=.J 
:J :f<x.) . 
n =:t. . This gives 
0 ~ qCm~- ECm!A 1 )) = ECm~- ECmiA 1 )) 2 ~ ECmn- ECmlA 1 )) 2 = 
1 1 .• 
E c ( mn I A I ) = n E c ( f ( ~1 ) I A I ) .::. n c ( f ( ~ 1 ) ) . 
As f E F, C(f(~1 )) < oo, From this follows that 
J • 
n C( f(~1 )) -+ 0 a::; n + oo, giving 
cCm* 
n 
f(m\A')) + 0 
as n + oo, By Chebyshev's inequality this proves the first part 
of the theorem. 
If (5.5) holds, m* = 
n 
** m a. s. , n . where 
m** 
n = 
n 
(n .,.. 1) 'IT + 1 
n ~ L: ECm\x.) + (n ~· 1 ) (TI- 1 ) E(m). 
n . 1 =l (n - 1) 'IT + 1 l= 
The strong law of large numbers glves 
(5.12) 
a. s. 
+ 
Furthermore 
(5.13) n (n 1 ) 'IT + 1 
1 
+-
'IT 
(5.12) and (5.13) now give 
glvlng 
a. s. 
m** + 
n 
a.s. 1 1 
m; + 1T f(E(m\~1 )\A') + (1 --:;r) E(ni). 
As almost sure convergence implies convergence ln probability~ 
m* 
n 
p 
+ 
1 1 
'IT f( EC m I ~1 ) I A 1 ) + ( 1 - 1T ) E( m) . 
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But by the first part of the theorem 
Hence 
g1v1ng 
p 
m* + E ( m j A'). 
n 
~ ECECmj2£1 )jA') + (1 - ~) E(m) = ECmjA') a.s. 
m* 
n 
a. s. 
+ ECm!A') . 
Q E D. 
5E. Suppose now that 2£1 ,2£ 2 , ... are conditionally independent 
and identically distributed given a random variable eon CS,A,P). 
We can now let A' be the a-field generated by e. Hence by 
co 
Theorem 5.1 m is independent of {x.} given e. 
-l . 1 l= 
We get the following version of Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 5.4'. Assume that there exists a function f E F such 
that fC~1 ) 1s a 8-unbiased estimator of m. Then 
!f) in addition? theTe exists a positive constant TI such that 
C 5, 5 I n~olds, then 
a l s ~ 
m~ + .. E CJTlj e L 
~?cample '5,•?. Assume tha,t the 'random variables ?51 ,x2 , •.. 
are conditionally i-ndependent and identically distributed given 
an unknown random variable e~ and that CCx1 ) exists. We want to 
estimate xn+] ~ with an optimal semilinear estimator based on 
xj, ,, . ,xn' But this is the same as wanting an optimal sem1-
linear estimator of m = E(xn+j je1 = ECx1 jeJ based on x 1 , •.. 
This model has been studied by De Vylder and Ballegeer 
~ --
(De Vylder & Ballegeer (1975), De Vylder (1976b)), 
,x 
n 
-------~~-
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As ECx1 18) = ECml8), Theorem 5.4 gives that 
p 
mri -+ E ( x1 I e ) . 
Furthermore, if there exists a positive constant rr such that 
ECECECx1 !8)jx2 )1x1 ) ='IT ECECx1 j8)jx1 ) + (1- TI) E(x1 ) a.s. 
then 
m* 
n 
a. s. 
ECx1 J8). 
[J 
From Theorem 5.4' follows that if we make the two assumptions 
i) there exists a function f E F such that 
E C f C ~1 ) I 8 ) = E C m I e ) ; 
ii) there exists a positive constant rr such tha.t (5,51 holds, 
a. s, 
then mri -+ ECmj8). 
From the proof of Theorem 5.4 follows that whenever assumption 
ii) is satisfied, 
(5.14) 
a. s. 
m* -+ 
n 
1 1 
'IT E ( E ( m I ~1 ) I e ) + ( 1 .,... 7f ) E ( m) ' 
and if, ln addit~on, assumption i) is satisfied, 
( 5 • 1 S ) ; E ( E ( m 12:.S1 ) I 8) + ( 1 '"' ; ) E ( m) = E ( m I 8 ) a, s . 
a.s, 
If both (5.14) and (5.15) are satisfied, m* -+ 
n ECmi8L A 
natural question is then: Is it necessaT>y to make assumption ii, 
or does assumption ii) generally imply (5,-:15), such that 
a. s. 
m* -+ 
n 
ECml8) whenever assumption ii) is satisfied? 
The following example gives a case where assumption ii) lS 
satisfied, and m; does not converge towards ECml8). Hence our 
question is answered. 
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Example 5.2. The random variables x 1 ,x2 , ... are conditjonally 
idependcnt and identically distributed given an ~nknown random 
variable 8, and the random variable m is independent of the x. 's 
l 
given e. We assume that there exists a positive constant~ 
sati.sfying 
and that 
E ( x 1 I 8 ) = E ( m I 8 ) = b ( 8 )i • 
From Theorem 5.4' follows _hat m* 
n 
a. s. 
+ b( 8). 
Let us now make the further assu_mption that 
m = b(8) + n, 
where the random variable n has expectation zero and positive 
variance, and is independent of the x.'s and 8. 
l 
Let 0 8 = ( e , n) ' 
We now have that x1 ,x2 , are conditionally independent and 
identically distrib~ted given °8, and m is independent of the 
' . 08 x. s_glven . 
l 
Assumption ii) is satisfied, but as 
a.s. 
m* + b(8), m* cannot converge almost surely towards 
n n 
ECml 0 8) = b(8) + n. 
Cl 
Theorem 5. 5. Let :4 be a Baire function from JR r to JRP , 
and assume that·~<~1 ) is 8-sufficient for~~. Then for all n 
there exists a Baire function hn from JRP to JR such that 
n 
~ hn(w(xi)) is an optimal semilinear estimator of m based 
i=l 
on ~~ , 'X • n 
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n 
Proof. Let m* = L: f* (X.) be an optimal semilinear estimator n i=1 n =l 
of m and thereby of ECmle>· Let hn(~(~1)) = E ( f ri ( ~1 ) I w ( ~1 ) ) 
and m** 
n 
(5.16) 
n 
= L: 
i=1 
h (w(x.)). 
n = =l 
ECm* - tCml8)) 2 = 
n 
We have 
E E ( { [ m * * - E ( m I e ) ] + ( m * - m * * ) } 2 I e '"':!!.. ( ~A ) ' • • • ' w ( ~ ) ) . 
· n n n - -1 - -n 
We get 
E([m~*- ECml8)] (m~- m~*)I8,~C~1 ), ... ,w(~))= 
[ m~ * - E ( m I e ) ] E ( m~ - m~ * I 8 , w ( x 1 ) , ... , ~ ( ~) ) = 
[m** - ECml8)] Cm** - m**) = 0. 
n n n 
Thus when multiplying out the right-hand side of (5.16), the 
product term vanishes, and we get 
ECm*- ECml8)) 2· = ECm** - EC~Ie>> 2 + ECm* - m*~) 2 . 
n n n n 
Thus 
But m* was an optimal semilinear estimator of ECmle> and 
n 
m** a semilinear estimator of ECmlel. Thsn m** must be an optimal 
n n 
semilinear estimator of ECml8)- and consequently an optimal 
s~milinear estimator of m. 
This proves Theorem 5.5. 
Q E D. 
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